
Aquarius:                        

“I am Aquarius, an air sign. I create the eleventh gate of awareness, 

through which I teach the importance of innovation. I have a cosmic 

perspective on life and often bring radical new ideas to humanity. I am 

the detached free-spirited visionary exploring unconventional territory. I am interested in helping the 

world to become a better place through humanitarian ideals of love and truth. I am unique, inventive, 

progressive, and original."                                                                                                                                                  

The sun is in Aquarius generally from January 20 - February 18.                                                                                

Positional Voice: “Can’t you detach from that, take a bigger perspective, if you only thought 

about it this way (feelings why do they matter).” For Aquarius things may need to always be fresh and 

new, may roll they eyes if they feel we have done this before. They are very easily bored with the 

mundane.                                                                                                                                                                                

Prosperity: Aquarius wants the funds to bring its innovative ideas into form. (example Tesla) 

Business: Someone with a lot of the Aquarian archetype may be an engineer, mathematician, 

innovator, scientist, inventor, or work with leading edge ideas in any field. They can be into space travel, 

time travel, quantum physics or front lines of technology.                                                                                                  

New Moon for Business: This is the best time to learn new technologies and upgrade your 

skills. Enlarge your perspective on your business and expand your thinking. Tune into your business 

financial goals and open to the innovative ideas that will help them happen, allow for quantum business 

leaps. Work on expanding your ability to communicate, write, and work with Air modalities. Listen to 

your thoughts and adjust your thinking if they are not supporting your vision. Align vibrationally with 

those already successful in the area you are learning. Open to new ways to market your business on-line 

and strengthen your ability to work with social networking, blogging, search engines and other air based 

modalities. 


